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Foreword
Sexual and gender based violence (SGBV) against women and girls is a long standing and
pervasive problem in Nepal. Despite significant progress in the legislative and structural reforms
to respond SGBV, women and girls especially from marginalized community and poor people are
still lacking adequate access to formal justice institutions.
Due to long standing prevalence of defective value system and patriarchal mindset, there are
many challenges to address gender based violence (GBV) cases including rape, trafficking,
domestic violence and sexual harassment prevailing at different layers. The state of impunity has
largely contributed to the culture of silence in the cases of SGBV at home, workplace and even at
the public places. The latest media reports depict the increasing trend of SGBV cases.
In order to give effect on the pertinent issues of SGBV, “Awareness to Action: Enhancing Informed
Access to Justice for Women and Girls (A2A-A2J- also called Access to Justice Project)” was
designed as a pilot project to contribute in ending impunity and enforce zero tolerance throughout
365 days campaign against violence against women (VAW) as well as promote accountability to
ensure access to justice. Project periodic reports, reviews and reflections reveal that there is dire
need for mass awareness, capacity building of justice actors, change in behavior and practices
and promote legal information, awareness and referral mechanisms at local level.
As per the plan, three consortium partners – Sancharika Samuha Nepal (SAS), Justice and Rights
Institute-Nepal (JuRI-Nepal) and Institute of Human Rights Communication Nepal (IHRICON) –
have successfully accomplished the project target and have made significant contributions to
enhance access to justice.
Realizing the gap of laws into action, this project has focused its priorities on promoting
accountability and laws into action through different means to promote access to justice, which
largely depends on the change of behavior of the person rather than letters of the law. While
implementing this project various actors has played important role. So, I would like to express
heartfelt thanks to the team of Governance Facility Nepal for providing financial support to
implement this project. Special thanks also goes to, the project team of JuRI and consortium
members, and all the stakeholders of this project who have supported during implementation of
this project. Special contribution from members of Access to Justice (A2J) Network members
formed at municipality level is also highly acknowledged.
This achievement report is developed to share project achievements, challenges and lessons
learnt during the project implementation. We are hopeful that this information may support to
relevant stakeholders to design new program, support and implement such initiatives in the future.
Advocate Sharmila Shrestha
Chairperson JuRI-Nepal

Background
"Awareness to Action: Enhancing informed
access to justice for women and girls"
(A2A-A2J Project, also called Access to
Justice project) is a three-year project
being implemented by a consortium of three
organizations; Sancharika Samuha (SAS)Lead partner, Justice and Rights InstituteNepal (JuRI- Nepal), and Institute of Human
Rights Communication Nepal (IHRICON).
The project is financially supported by
the Governance Facility (GF) Nepal. All
the consortium partners have been given
responsibilities as per their specific areas of
expertise.
Three organizations joined hands to
implement this project. JuRI-Nepal focused
its activities on legal aid support, advocacy
and litigation while SAS-N focused on media
mobilization and advocacy. IHRICON, on the
other hand, took responsibility to oversee
community outreach, mass awareness and
community mobilization. The three-year
project commenced on November 2015 and
is ending on October 31, 2018.
As per the design, the project was
implemented through consortium model
of three organizations and it has formed
a joint steering committee in leadership
of SAS-N. The Steering Committee was
formed with the representation of head of
the three project-implementing partners.
In addition, the project also collaborated
with other projects funded by GF and other

development partners. Each organization
had structured a central level project team
and district team to implement their project
activities. District team was mobilized under
JuRI's management with coordination and
support from IHRICON. Under this project,
JuRI had a set of six project offices in six
project implementing districts (Dolakha,
Ramechhap, Sindhupalchowk, Kapilvastu,
Siraha and Sunsari).
Project activities have been focused on
selected Municipalities of six project
districts. While implementing the project
activities, "Access to Justice (A2J) Network"
comprising of 20-25 members was formed
in all project implementing Municipalities.
Most of the members include members of
Women Cooperatives formed by Women
and Child Development Office with
inclusive participation. Altogether seven
Municipalities (previous 12 Municipalities/
VDCs) of six focus districts and center
office at Lalitpur have been covered by this
project. JuRI had established Community
Legal Information and Assistance Clinics
(CLIACs) in these districts. CLIACs were
headed by a Lawyer to provide free legal aid
support and information on crime against
sexual and gender based violence (SGBV)
and also disseminated legal information
at the community level. CLIACs were in
operation for 18 months effective from Nov.
2016 to April, 2018.
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Rationale
SGBV against women and girls remains a longstanding problem across Nepal. The media
monitoring on SGBV in Nepal conducted by
SAS for last 17 years has revealed that the
curve of SGBV cases reported in the national
print media is on the rise. SAS-N monitors
14 national dailies for news, articles, opeds, editorials and photos on VAW&G in 13
categories – rape, sexual harassment/torture,
domestic violence, dowry-related violence,
trafficking in persons, murder, polygamy,
witch accusation, traditional and religious,
economic, health, political rights violation and
others.
In June 2014, the Government of Nepal
passed an ‘Act to amend some Nepalese Acts
to ensure gender equality and to end genderbased violence’ by improving discriminatory
provisions of 31 Acts. In November 2014, the
Parliament passed an Act to combat sexual
harassment at work place. However, there
has been limited progress in reversing the
situation despite these legislative measures
and massive awareness campaigns against
VAW&G.
As documented by The Human Rights Year
Book, 2015, a total of 525 girl children were
raped while 229 children were sexually
abused. Between July 2010 and July 2011,
the National Women Commission received
237 complaint of VAW. Strategic plan (20142019) of National Women Commissions
has paid attention on access to justice for
all women affected by different forms of
I2

violence, including domestic, trafficking and
conflict related violence. Almost 78% of cases
registered by the Women and Children Service
Directorate of Nepal Police in 2013-14 were
related to domestic violence. Similarly, out
of 2,344 cases of women's rights violations
recorded, 67% of the victims suffered from
domestic violence (INSEC, 2014). A report
'Tracking Cases of Gender-Based Violence
in Nepal, 2013 revealed that the culture of
discrimination against women and girls is
mainly contributing to SGBVs in Nepal (UNFPA,
2013). During the 10-year long internal conflict
also, many women and girls suffered SGBV
but most of those cases remained unreported
(UN Women, 2014).
The leading forms of violence against women
and girls in Nepal include child marriage, child
labour (includes various forms of child labour),
trafficking in persons, dowry, accusation of
witchcraft, exclusion of women from social
affairs, sexual abuse, domestic violence and
rape. Furthermore denial of birth registration
for girls and citizenship certificate to women
still prevails.
The impact of 2015 earthquakes (of 25 April
and 12 May) has been more severe on women
and girls. As per the official figures issued by
Nepal Police on 17 May, out of total deaths,
56 percent were females and 44 percent
were males. Flash Appeal for Response to
the Nepal Earthquake (UN OCHA, May 2015)
estimates that approximately 40,000 women
were at immediate risk of sexual and gender

based violence. None of the leading relief
organizations like Red Cross have addressed
special needs of girls and women in their relief
packages (both food and non-food items).
These facts point to the high vulnerability of
women and girls in post-disaster situation in

which the proposed project will operate. In this
context, the consortium of three organizations
(SAS, JuRI-Nepal and IHRICON) had shown
possibility of contribution to promote
accessibility to justice and to increase trust
on the criminal justice systems.

Project's Impacts and Outcomes
Impact: Poor people, especially women, girls and
traditionally marginalized enjoy equal rights to
protection and justice in Nepalese society.

Outcomes
1. Increased culture of accountability
and zero-tolerance for 365-days
campaign against violence against
women and girls (VAW & G)

2. Increased use of legal aid services
by women and girls of marginalized
communities and better response
from the duty bearers
3. Enhanced public trust and confidence
in the criminal justice system from
local to national levels.

Community Outreach Program, Ramechhap

Orientation, Siraha
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Project Management Structure
Project Steering Committee (PSC): PSC had
the role of monitoring and supervising project
implementation and providing policy inputs.
PSC was composed of chair of SAS, JuRI
and IHRICON, in which Project Manager of
SAS acted as Member Secreatry and Project
Cordinator of JuRI and IHRICON particiapted
as invitee member.
Project Team : Project team was headed by
Project Manager positioned at SAS and JuRI
and IHRICON also had Project Coordinators to

lead respective project components. District
team was led by a District Coordinator in
each district. Three hill districts (Dolakha,
Ramechhap and Sindhupalchowk) were led
by JuRI whereas three Terai-based districts
(Siraha, Sunsari and Kapilvastu) were led
by IHRICON. JuRI had established Project
Offices and Community Legal Information and
Assistance Clinics (CLIACs) in six districts
to provide legal information and legal aid
support through its CLIAC Offices.

Project Management Structure
Chair - IHRICON

Chair - SAS

Chair- JuRI- Nepal

Project Coordinator &
Staffs (IHRICON)

Project Manager
& Staffs (SAS)

Project Coordinator &
Staffs (JuRI-Nepal)

District
Office/ CLIAC
(Sunsari)
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District
Office/ CLIAC
(Siraha)

District
Office/ CLIAC
(Kapilvastu)

District
Office/ CLIAC
(Sindhupalchok)

Geographical coverage

•

Project, activities were implemented in
following municipalities of six project districts
• Tamakoshi Rural Municipality of Dolakha,
• Likhu
Rural
Municipality
of
Ramechhap,

•
•
•

District
Office/ CLIAC
(Dolakha)

District
Office/ CLIAC
(Ramechhap)

Sunkoshi Rural Municipality of
Sindhupalchowk,
Laxmipur Patari Rural Municipality of
Siraha,
Gadhi Rural Municipality and Duhabi
Municipality of Sunsari and
Maharajjung Municipality of Kapilvastu

Geographical Coverage

Beside that, all the consortium partners also
have central office in Lalitpur. Although the
project districts were defined in the project,

the mass media campaign (television, radio
and online) program was focused at national
level.

Projects Funding
Governance Facility Nepal (Secretariat for
pooled funds from the UK, Denmark and
Switzerland) has provided a total assistance
of NRs. 88,545,054 (USD 885,450) to finance
the implementation of the project for the
period of three years for the consortium of
three organizations. The three consortium
partners also has a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) and an agreement to
jointly implement this project and allocated
budget of NRs. 430,041,47 for SAS, NRs.
249,432,00 for JuRI-Nepal and NRs.
205,977,07 for IHRICON to implement their
specific activities. This budget also covers

human resource and institutional cost for
three years.
Budget allocation (in percentage):

Budget Allocation Chart

Institution wise budget allocation
SAS

24%
48%

JuRI
IHRICON

28%
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Project Achievements
The extensive network of journalists affiliated
with SAS focused its activities on media
mobilization and legal professionals while human
rights activists associated with JuRI focused
its activities on legal aid, capacity building,
dialogue, research and strategic litigation.
Likwise, human rights defenders associated
with IHRICON provided capacity building
training and mobilized local communities to
enhance access to justice at local level. All the
consortium members formed a strong synergy
and collaboration and complemented each
other to accomplish the project activities at all
level. Project was focused on to increase the
culture of accountability and zero-tolerance for
violence against women and girls. The following
achievements were identified through various
activities:

Media mobilization
Through its first approach, the project
launched mass media activities such as
weekly television and radio program to
reinforce contemporary discussions on gender
equality and on measures to tackle SGBV
through public participation. It also facilitated
interactions between duty bearers and rights
holders in more than 15 districts across the
nation. SAS contributed to increasing citizens’
participation in media. More than 3,850
people (59% female), including rural women,
politicians and district local authorities,
directly participated in 62 weekly episodes
of one-hour-long Samakon TV program aired
I6

from Kantipur television, a popular private
national television.
SAS also designed, produced and aired 420
episodes of 30-minute radio magazine from
six districts on commercial and communitybased radios with an objective to generate
awareness about sexual and gender-based
violence, and to increase women's informed
access to justice. Each district’s radio
program focused on its pertinent local issues
related to gender equality and women's rights.
Under this project, SAS trained 42 districtbased journalists, the majority being women,
on investigative reporting focusing on SGBV
and access to justice. Some of the major
achievements are as follows:

Television program

The television program (‘Samakon’), which
was conducted on public hearing model,
provided opportunities and space for rural

women and girls to listen to issues, express
their views and hold duty bearer accountable.
The weekly television talk show had a twopronged approach:
1. To motivate people from all walks of life to
participate directly in discussion events
for around two hours, raise questions and
seek answers from panelists who were
usually representatives of government
institutions, civil society organizations,
eminent personalities and academics;
2. To package the discussions into an hourlong weekly audio-visual program for a
popular and credible television channel
of Nepal and reach out to an extensive
audience.
SAS, the lead organization of this project,
also diversified its communication channels
in order to reach out to more audiences and
seek their constructive feedback. The program
was also active on YouTube, Facebook, Twitter
and Nepali TV channels aired from Australia
and America. Feedback, comments and
responses received through social media
and emails testify to the growing audience
base, popularity and credibility of Samakon-an exclusive discussion program on women's
issues and rights. Following the broadcasting
of the Samakon episodes, it received a number
of SGBV cases, mainly through journalists.
The SAS forwarded these catalogued cases
to JuRI-Nepal for further investigation and
legal aid.
Exit interviews taken by the Samakon

production team and audience feedback
show that the participants were eager to
know more about gender-based violence,
legal consequences, women's rights and
conceptual clarity on gender and access to
justice. They also shared their knowledge
on SGBV and women's rights increased
following the participation and broadcasting
of the program. They have also realized the
importance of media for informing, educating
and building the confidence of the general
public. Women and girls tend to open up more
and express effectively in open air theater
set-ups at the grassroots level compared to
studio-based events.

Some policy issues related to citizenship have
been resolved as a result of this television
program. Likewise, after discussion with
police officials, many SGBV survivors have
been benefited with shelter home provided
by Saathi, a NGO providing shelter to SGBV
survivors in many districts. As committed in
the TV program, the then Minister for Health
(November 2017) created an environment for
improved service delivery and announced free
dialysis services for kidney patients in public
hospitals.
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Radio program
Local communities who have access to
radios in six project focus districts of Nepal
had opportunities to widen their insights and
listen to the views and commitments of duty
bearers on SGBV and women's issues through
six weekly radio magazines – one from each
project district. The program 'Nasuniyaka
Awaj' (Unheard Voices) was themed around
women's security, access to justice to women
and girls, legal aid and counseling, local-level
officials' opinions, commitments and the
assurance given by the constitution and its
effectiveness. They covered a wide range of
local women's issues, including SGBV. This
radio program was produced and aired for 17
months (from May 2016 to September 2017)
Radio program was aired through following
Radio stations;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radio Shailung, Dolakha
Radio Teental, Ramechhap
Radio Sindhu, Sindhupalchowk
Radio Kapilvastu, Kapilvastu
Saptakoshi FM, Sunsari
Radio Samagra, Siraha

Mahilakhabar.com
At the heart of SAS lies www.mahilakhabar.
com, which has been regularly producing
various news and stories related to women
and girls in order to sensitize policy makers
and the general public to promote and uphold
women’s rights, for the past four years. This
online portal is being used as an instant
communication tool. This covers different
articles, views, news, features and case and
I8

success stories that sensitized viewers to
make them gender sensitive, supportive and
also alerting them on repeated violence and
injustices. The response received in the portal
shows that this has become a successful tool
to educate and inform viewers on the issues,
disseminate views and stories which has
been supportive to promote access to justice.
During the project period, more than 100
feature stories on SGBV and access to justice
issues have been written and published.
Similarly this online was also an instrumental
to disseminate project initiatives to the larger
audience.

Sensitization of journalists on VAW & G
Of late, an increasing number of men
journalists, not only women journalists, are
reporting on SGBV and women's issues.
Compared to the media situation a decade
ago, these journalists have attempted to
give priority to women's issues, particularly
VAW&G. In order to build synergy across its
media activities, SAS commissioned trained
journalists in various districts to write news
and feature stories for its online news portal
(www.mahilakhabar.com). More than 100
news stories were published. Other also
republished news stories published on the
news portal. SAS also trained and motivated
42 journalists working for national dailies
and district-based newspapers to write on
SGBV and gender issues independently, and
encouraged them to follow up on issues raised
by the television and radio programs under
this project.
SAS updated a training manual and organized

two separate trainings for 42 working
journalists (50% male) based in 20 districts
of the far-western, mid-western, western
and eastern regions of Nepal. The three-day
training organized in two project districtsKapilvastu and Dolakha--was focused on how
to investigate issues related to women and
children. The training covered a wide range
of reporting topics such as identification of
issues related to women and girls, use of right
to information to get unpublished stories and
techniques for investigative reporting.
The project consortium partners and local
stakeholders such as Chief District Officers
(CDOs), Federation of Nepalese Journalists
(FNJ) and human rights activists shared
their perspectives on gender equality, SGBV
and access to justice. The journalists had an
opportunity to interact with local lawyers and
activists working on GBV issues, and their
peers based in other districts and writing
about gender issues. SAS has been following
up with the participants and providing inputs to
sharpen their stories. Their stories published
in national dailies and www.mahilakhabar.
com. An increasing number of men and women
journalists have produced feature stories and
investigative pieces new insights on SGBV
topics after trainings were organized.

Initiated 365 days campaign against
GBV at all levels
In order to meaningfully address the violence
against women and girls and also to ensure
access to justice at all levels all the consortium
partners marked 365 days campaign against
VAW&G. This campaign was marked in all
steps of project activities. JuRI-Nepal was
successful to incorporate this agenda in
message of then Minister of Women, Child
and Social Welfare, in which Ministry has
firmed commitment to conduct 365 days
campaign departing from recently marked 16
days campaign against VAW. Then Minister of
Women, Child and Social Welfare has kindly
consented to deliver his congratulatory note to
mark 365 days as campaign against VAW& G.

To sensitize the critical mass, JuRI-Nepal and
IHRICON produced different Information and
Education materials to inform and educate critical
mass to foster their capacity and knowledge on
access to justice. With the project support JuRINepal has produced different resource materials
to generate knowledge and evidence to promote
access to justice at all level.
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A2J manual and leaflet
JuRI has published a "Access to Justice
Manual "entitled " Laingik Hinsa Piditko
Nyayama Pahunch" a resource book for
campaigners and a "Booklet" entitled "
Nayama Pahunch: Laingik Hinsa Piditko
Adhikar". These publications were published
aimed at providing latest legal information
and proper guidance for campaigners involved
anti-women violence campaign. They also
advocated techniques to combat VAW&G
and emphasizes the human rights advocacy
to make 365 days campaign against VAW&G
at all levels. Altogether 8,000 copies leaflets
and 1,000 manuals were published and
disseminated in project districts.

The manual includes practical tips and actions,
possible collaboration among the various
I 10

state and non-state actors at all levels and
updated information on public resources so
as to support the survivors and campaigners
to fight against VAW&G. This manual has been
a key to generate new thought to accelerate
and unfold 16 days campaign to 365 days to
combat against GBV at all levels.

A12-page A2J leaflet (booklet) has been
published. The leaflet was also disseminated
focusing the local beneficiaries. It is fully
focused on the updated legal information
specially related to survivors of SGBV,
services available at local level and the role
of local stakeholders such as youths and
local advocates to fight against VAW&G.
Additionally; it provides contact details of
six District Offices responsible for ensuring
women and girls’ A2J at local level.

Capacity building training to lawyers
and local change agents

Legal Aid Training, Sunsari

JuRI has enhanced capacity of Legal Aid
Lawyers and Access to Justice (A2J) Network
members to advocate and support in SGBV
and GBV cases. JuRI conducted trainings and
orientations at local level. To enhance capacity
building of legal aid lawyers, two series of
three-day long trainings were conducted
in Dolakha and Sunsari districts where 46
participants attended this course. Survivors in
the districts got legal aid support in GBV and
GBV cases following these trainings.

Access to Justice and Legal Provisions on
SGBV" in selected municipalities of six project
districts. Altogether 12 orientation programs(six from JuRI and six from IHRICON) were
conducted in six municipalities. With these
orientations altogether 441 (291 including
160 females and 131 male from JuRI and
altogether 150 (96 female and 54 male) from
IHRICON) were trained about basics gender
based violence and legal provisions, ways
to combat against possible cases of GBV in
their areas and workplaces and facilities being
provided to the women and girls from the
state. After this training, legal aid lawyers and
A2JNetwork members played an important
role to facilitate survivor's access to justice in
their areas.

Video van campaign

Video Van Program, Kapilvastu

A2J Orientation, Sindhupalchowk

Also, JuRI and IHRICON conducted a two-day
orientation program on "Conceptual clarity on

Video Van Campaign was also one of the most
effective tools applied to empower women
and girls for creating a mass awareness on
social and legal issues and basics required to
get access to justice and address domestic
violence at the local level. Around 15000
people from different walks of life knew about
legal framework related to the domestic
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violence and the ways to get access to
formal justice mechanisms. As part of this
campaign street dramas and audio-visual
shows were performed in which IHRICON
mobilized professional artists for street
drama. This platform was also a key platform
to disseminate IEC materials prepared for
promoting access to justice. A2J Network
members and community people actively
participated the events. Those shows were
conducted in main areas of the local markets
and the main stations, where the public
hangout to expend their leisure time, as well
as in school. These programs were successful
to raise their voice against SGBV at local level.

Accountability of duty bearers

To promote public faith in the criminal justice
system and build public trust with the formal
justice mechanism, JuRI and IHRICON jointly
conducted Community Outreach Programs
at Municipality level to create an interactive
forum to discuss about SGBV issues at
local level. This program was conducted in
the public hearing model and it has been
instrumental to widen local people's access
to justice through face to face interaction
with justice actors-- judge, police and public
prosecutors presented in their doorsteps.
JuRI and IHRICON conducted such programs
in selected municipalities to provide an
alternative platform to interact with justice
stakeholders to express their grievances and
get information about the justice delivery
system.

Interaction with justice actors and community people:

Community Outreach Program, Dolakha

JuRI conducted nine events (four in
Dolakha, three in Ramechhap and two in
Sindhupalchowk) in which altogether 687
(454 female and 233 male) participated the
program. Likewise, IHRICON conducted 12
events (four in Siraha, four in Sunsari and four
Kapilvastu) in which 755 (375 female and 380
male) participated the event. Altogether 1,442
community people participated the events and
interacted with the justice actors in person.
I 12

Community Outreach Program, Sindhupalchowk

The program was successful in enhancing
the peoples’ women’s access to justice. For
example, Sindhupalchwok District Court
initiated holding such forum to interact. Also,
it greatly helped to enhance public trust in the
criminal justice system at local level.

Community surveillance against
trafficking of women and girls
IHRICON mobilized local CSOs such as
child clubs, women human rights defenders
(WHRDs) and district-based networks against
trafficking of women and girls. Trafficking of
women and girls was the pertinent problems
in earthquake-affected districts. IHRICON
conducted the following activities to strike
down cases of women trafficking;
Vulnerability mapping

Interaction Program, Ramechhap

District level consultation workshops were
organized in three hill districts--Ramechhap,
Dolakha and Sindupalchowk—with the districtbased stakeholders to access the state of
community surveillance and trafficking in the
districts. Altogether 264 local people (180
female and 84 male) were involved in the
mapping process.

Following this mapping process, the project
has ensured proper coordination and
collaboration with the government agencies to
promote their role in access to justice.
Door to door campaign: IHRICON organized
series of Door-to-Door campaigns in selected
rural municipalities. More than 6000 local
people were directly benefited from 12 series
of such programs. People from vulnerable
communities were oriented on how to identify
the behavior of outsiders as well as local
traffickers and their allies and stay away from
abuse and trafficking.
Surveillance
Group
Formation
and
Orientation: District-based stakeholders such
as child club members and local youth clubs,
specifically from the selected municipalities,
formed as separate surveillance groups
against trafficking. Six child clubs and six
youth clubs were formed in hilly districts.
Altogether 140 members are in child clubs
(74 female and 66 male) similarly 133 (67
female and 66 male) members are engaged
in youth clubs. Both groups were oriented on
the legal framework, scope of the surveillance
group and security related issues within a
week of group formation. They were further
oriented on the ways to monitor the riskbehavior regarding trafficking based on the
pre-designed checklist.
Review Meeting on Trafficking Situation in
the District: IHRICON organized series of
quarterly review meetings in the districts of
Ramechhap, Dolakha and Sindhupalchowk.
Review meetings were organized to share the
information of the regular surveillance group
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meetings and discuss the status of antitrafficking and sexual violence related issues
along with the possible strategy in reducing
trafficking in their respective villages.
With these activities 10 ‘seed money’
initiatives, were supported by IHRICON
through which 183 girls & women enhanced
their skills & applied them to livelihood &
leadership activities. Similarly, 372 Child
Club members participated the program. A
total 100 stakeholders from district and rural
municipality, including police, participated in
anti-trafficking surveillance review meetings
in three hill districts. Video documentaries,
leaflets, booklets, manual & visibility materials
such as T-shirts, calendars, posters, pens &
key rings were produced & distributed while
conducting the review meetings.

and trafficking to share challenges and
learning. It was realized that empowered
community people are confident enough
in reaching out to the Police Offices that
opens the door to justice. Women and girls
from poor economic backgrounds and
vulnerable communities suffer the most.
At the end of the workshop, participants
agreed that they would consider collaborating
with Nepal Police at their respective working
areas; and in including community policing
as one of their cross-cutting activities while
formulating new plan of action to prevent
women trafficking and gender based violence.

Self defense training to girls

Community-based policing on SGBV
issues

Self-defense Training, Kapilvastu

National Level Workshop, Kathmandu

Following the review meetings IHRICON
organized a one-day national level workshop
on Community Policing focused on its role in
reducing sexual and gender-based violence
I 14

In order to equip girls and women with skills
and abilities to challenge different forms of
violence, IHRICON organized a three months
Self-defense Training to young girls. The
trainings were focused on basic orientation
on GBV issues, legal frameworks, and ways to
protect them from potential violence as well
as self-defense training (martial arts) to the
local girls associated with the Child Club and
Youth Club members. A total of 12 events of

self-defence trainings reached out to over 200
adolescent girls of six project districts. The
training has helped to increase the skilled of
self-defence and confidence to respond the
incident of physical violence.

Community legal information and
assistance mechanisms

(Siraha, Sunsari and Kapilvastu). These
Network members are being mobilized to
conduct most of the local level activities.
They are working as supporter of survivors
and report cases of sexual violence if any in
their localities. These network members are
inclusive from gender and social categories.
Altogether 283 local youths have been
mobilized under this network.

Meeging with A2J Network Members, Sunsari

Formation of A2J network against VAW & G
JuRI and IHRICON have formed A2J
Networks in six Municipalities of project
districts to sustain project initiatives and
ensure access to justice in a sustainable
manner. JuRI has formed 12 A2J Networks
in three Municipalities (earlier 6 VDCs) of
three hill districts (Dolakha, Ramechhap
and Sindhupalchowk) whereas IHRICON has
formed 12 Networks in three Municipalities
(earlier 6 VDCs) of three Terai districts

After realization of such strong networks to
oversee the cases of VAV&G, LikhuTamakoshi
Rural Municipality of Ramechhap and
Tamakoshi Rural Municipality of Dolakha
reformed A2J Network to take ownership
and include elected female representatives
in such network. Similarly, Vice-Chair of
LikhuTamakoshi Rural Municipality is working
as an advisor of this network. Local Judicial
Committee has endorsed local body deputy
chief’s decision to be part of A2J network.
Many local governments have appreciated
this effort and shown their commitment to be
the part of campaign against gender violence
even as project term expires.
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Project implementing areas and number of A2J Network members:

Sr.
No.

District

Municipality/Rural Municipality

Female Male Total
Dolakha

Tamakoshi Rural Municipality-1 (Bhirkot) and
3 (Japhe)

28

13

41

2.

Ramechhap

LikhuTamakoshi Rural Municipality-3
(Kangwa), 4 (Bijulikot, Kotgaun) and 5
(Nagdaha)

26

14

40

3.

Sindhupalchowk

Sunkoshi Rural Municipality – 1,2 (Thokarpa)
and 3 (Kalika)

31

21

52

4.

Kapilvastu

Maharajjung Municipality- 6 (Bhalawari) and 8
24
(Kajrahawa)

28

52

5.

Siraha

Laxmipur Patari Rural Municipality –1 (Pipra
Pradha) , 6 (Sitapur Pradha)

35

13

48

6.

Sunsari

Gadhi Rural Municipality -1 (Madheli) and
Duhabi Municipality – 10 (Simariya)

37

13

50

181

102

283

1

Total

Mobilization of A2J volunteers
To enhance capacity of local change agents
and ensure sustainability of project initiatives
at local level, JuRI has mobilized local A2J
volunteer and enhanced their capacity to
fight against SGBV at local level. As per
plan 11 females were recruited as Access
to Justice (A2J) Volunteer. They worked as
social mobilizer to educate local people and
supported to coordinate local cases and
issues in district based CLIAC.
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Number of A2J
Network members

Legal aid support
JuRI had established Community Legal
Information and Assistance Clinics (CLIACS)
in six project districts. It was a model
initiative taken to provide legal aid support
to the GBV and SGBV survivors. This has
helped to ease survivors’ access to the state
institutions. JuRI had tested this concept as
a pilot project. This structure was necessary
to support SGBV cases at local level. It
was established to deliver essential legal

that includes introduction and information
about the CLIAC and its services; free legal
aid service, service schemes and services
guidelines including various formats. During
the project period, JuRI had provided legal
aid and counseling support to 225 survivors.
Of them, 221 were female whereas only four
were male. The details of the case received in
CLIACs are as follows;

information and assistance to the survivors
of SGBV at community level and provide basic
legal aid component to the survivors. For this,
a set of guidelines have been produced which
has incorporated existing context, modalities
to assess the gaps, identify bottlenecks
and design a realistic form and structure
to make the CLIACs functional. JuRI-Nepal
has developed a CLIAC Guideline-2072

District-wise details of cases received in CLIAC: (Period cover – November 2015 - April 2018)
Units

Districts

SGBV/VAW related cases supported by CLIAC Offices
other Attempt
cases rape/
Rape

Alimony/
GBV/Domestic
Total
Bigamy Partition of violence/slapping Witchcraft Divorce
cases
property
in public place

Dolakha

6

1

1

7

10

-

3

28

Sindhupalchowk

8

-

2

5

11

-

5

31

Ramechhap

2

-

2

3

11

1

5

24

Sunsari

14

2

3

7

15

-

3

44

Siraha

6

11

5

-

26

2

-

50

Kapilvastu

11

3

5

11

30

-

8

68

Lalitpur

1

4

-

-

1

-

-

6

Total

48

21

18

33

104

3

24

251

CLIAC services to address VAW and
G cases
JuRI's CLIAC has not only helped to transform
legal education and legal information; it
has also provided legal aid and counselling
service to the women and girls survivors. JuRI
received 251 VAW and G cases during the
project period. All the cases were addressed
or referred to various justice institutions for

their access to justice. Of them, 41 female
survivors approached to the Police, 64 cases
were filed in the respective District Courts and
79 cases were resolved through mediation.
Similarly, 61 cases have been referred to Legal
Aid Lawyer (Baitanik Okil) for further legal aid
support and counselling and 6 cases have
been forwarded to other agencies. The list of
service providers and the cases referred by
the CLIAC are as follows:
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District-wise list of cases supported by CLIAC and referral institutions:
Cases referred to other Agencies and Legal Counselling provided by CLIAC
Offices

Units

Districts

No of
Petition
Police
Referred to
Survivors Case filed Cases
filed in Total
at police filed at Mediation Referred
BaitanikOkil/
other cases
office
Court
to Court Legal counselling
Agency

Dolakha

28

-

7

11

1

7

2

28

Sindhupalchowk

31

-

17

9

3

2

-

31

Ramechhap

23

1

4

9

1

9

-

24

Sunsari

37

1

15

8

2

18

-

44

Siraha

50

13

1

9

12

13

+2

50

Kapilvastu

51

1

16

33

5

12

1

68

Lalitpur

5

1

4

-

-

-

1

6

225

17

64

79

24

61

6

251

Total

With these legal aid services following
survivors of 251 cases were facilitated.
Gender and social inclusion ( GESI)
Brahmin/C
hhetri
26%
Muslim
9%
Madhesi
8%

0%

Dalits
28%

Newar
3%
Janajati
26%

Assessment of Supreme Court judgments
Underlying causes of non-implementation
of court decisions have been identified:
Most Supreme Court decisions requiring
the authorities to take steps towards
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enhancing women's access to justice remain
unimplemented for long time. With this
backdrop, the public faith on the justice
and security systems is eroding. In order to
break this vicious cycle of non-compliance
of court decisions and end impunity culture
JuRI Nepal in collaboration with Women
Committee of Supreme Court Bar Association
carried out a research. It was carried out to
explore implementation status of apex court
judgments on various A2J issues. The research
has included issue of gender sensitivity in
advertisement and media, fast tracking in
judicial proceedings, statute of limitation in
rape cases, Kamaiya and Kamlari's rights,
victims and witness protection and ending
of defective values systems: ensuring gender
justice.
This research report entitled "Laingik Naya

Samandhi Faisala KaryanyankoNigrani –
Compilation of Research Papers Presented in
Judgment Watch Forum" has explored the latest
update of implementation status of some of
the landmark decisions, root causes of noncompliance of court decisions and concrete
recommendations. This report has offered a
ground for evidence-based advocacy and a
prospect for practical recommendations that
help reverse the cycle of non-implementation
of court decisions.

channels. The publication helped to carry out
evidence-based advocacy campaign.
Assessment of Court cases in Judgment
Watch Forum: It is a dialogue forum where
Court judgments are critically discussed and
analyzed. JuRI Nepal in collaboration with
Women Committee of Supreme Court Bar
Association conducted interactive forum
called Faisala Nigrani Sabha (Judgment Watch
Forum) to provide a regular platform for the
stakeholders and strategize the effective
implementation of the court verdicts for
promoting access to justice.

Judgment Watch Forum, Kathmandu

It shows lack of proper communication and
coordination among law enforcing government
agencies, their willingness to implement in the
court judgments basically in issuing directive
orders, lack of planning and resource among
others affect timely execution of the court
judgments. JuRI published 1000 copies of
the research analysis and disseminated to
concerned stakeholders through its various

To discuss about research findings,
promote rule of law and legal obligation on
implementation of the court judgments, five
series of Judgment Watch Forums (JWF) were
conducted to discuss various issues (e.g. issue
of Gender Sensitivity in Advertisement and
Media, Fast Tracking in Judicial Proceedings,
Statute of Limitation in Rape cases, Kamaiya
and Kamlari's rights). Altogether 209 (116
female and 93 male) participants including
lawyers, human rights activists, including
public officials attended the discussion. The
recommendations of these dialogues were
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submitted to the respective govt. agencies
and judiciary for their further consideration.

PIL: An alternative A2J tool
From the very beginning of its establishment
JuRI has been using PIL as a strategic tool for
revising policies and address legal gaps and
implement court judgments. In this context,
PILs were also as an alternative tool of ensuring
access to justice and sensitize permanent
issues among the stakeholders. Following
implementation of this project JuRI Nepal in
collaboration with some other organizations
and professionals was successful to file five
PILs at the SC demanding to ensure access of
justice to women and girls. Of the total PILs,
apex court settled two cases whereas three
cases are still under consideration.
The highlights of the Supreme Court
decisions of two PILs are as follows;
Supreme Court Order to Criminalize and
Control Production and Sale of Acid:

In response to this PIL, the SC has issued a
mandamus to the Government of Nepal for
enacting appropriate law and taking necessary
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steps to ensure acid attack survivor's right
to be protected from such crime and also
regulate the distribution and sale of acid and
related products. In this case JuRI demanded
to regulate sale and distribution of acid, which
is easily available in the market.
Acid is very hazardous and used as weapon
of crime especially targeting to female. This
verdict has clearly indicated the regulatory gap
and ordered government to formulate new law
to regulate acid and criminalize acid related
crimes to check rising cases of acid attacks.
The PIL was filed in the Supreme Court on 30
August 2016. The court, however, issued final
decision came only a year after the PIL was
registered.
Control of illegal production and sale of
alcohol to control Gender Based Violence:

Responding to the PIL, the SC has
acknowledged alcohol as one of the major
causes of violence against women stressed
on need of regulating it. Also, the apex court
has ordered the government to implement and
amend prevailing laws introduced to regulate
illegal production and haphazard sale of
alcohol at all levels. This case was filed in the
Supreme Court on 10 December 2017 and final
decision came on 3 Sept. 2018.

interpret the statute and expand six months
period in case of special circumstances.
PIL to respond rampant rape incidents and to
ensure accountability and rule of law:

Three PIL are under final hearing process.
Brief demand of these cases are as follows;
Demand for extension of statutory of
limitation in minor’s rape case:
Constitutional Bench of the apex court is
studying into this case. In its PIL registered at
the SC JuRI has demanded to expand limited
period of statutory limitation in the minor's
rape case. The court has already issued
preliminary order (show cause notice) to the
government (on 30 November 2017) to submit
their reasons for not registering the First
Information Report (FIR) in the minor's rape
case. This case was registered on 28 Nov.
2016.
JuRI has initiated this case after rejection of
FIR by the Police official in the minor's rape
incident due to statutory limitation of six
months period given by law to file FIR. The
minor girl was in the custody of perpetrator
and did not have an idea about how and where
to complain against such rape crimes. This
case was different than normal rape case. In
this context, JuRI including some human rights
organizations filed the PIL at the apex court to

JuRI Nepal in collaboration with other human
rights organization filed a PIL in the Supreme
Court on 4 July, 2018 demanding to control
rampant rape cases. The PIL also demanded
to ensure government authorities accountable;
take immediate steps to control the situation;
adopt appropriate policy and implement them
effectively so that girl and women can live a
dignified life. Responding to the PIL the apex
court on 5 July, 2018 issued a show cause
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notice and asked government institutions to
submit the clarification in writing. The case is
under consideration.
This case was filed in the court after four
months waiting of government response
on submission of special memorandum to
Home Minister on 2nd April, 2018, submitted
by more than 29 human rights activists
associated with more than 16 Civil Society
organizations (CSOs-The organizations are
Nepal Bar Association Women Committee,
Justice for All, Working Women Journalist,
Environment and Development Institution,
Consortium for Women Rights, IHRICON,
Amnesty International Nepal, Mahilakhabar.
com, Madhesi Dalit NGO Federation, Samata
Munch Nepal, Jagaran Nepal, IM Swidish
Development Partner, Hope Hermitage Nepal,
Go Go Foundation and FIAN Nepal.) urging to
take immediate step to control rape and adopt
appropriate policy and implement them so
that they could live a dignified life.

PIL demanding to ensure right to dignified life
of Badi Communities:
JuRI including some Badi representatives filed
a PIL demanding to ensure Badi women's rights
and dignity. The words used in the recently
released film entitled 'Pandit Bajeko Lauri'
and novel book called 'Nathia' and ‘Aailani’
harmed reputation of Badi woman. Writer,
producer, publisher of the film and novel have
used derogatory words, which has curtailed
community's self-esteem, reputation and
emotion. Nepal Censor Board has not taken
these abusive words and phrases seriously.
The movie called 'Pandit Bajeko Lauri' and
novel 'Nathia' and 'Alani' have violated the
fundamental rights of the Badi community
and especially the Badi women's constitution
rights to live dignified life. The PIL demands
to ban distribution of two novels-- 'Nathia'
and 'Alani' and screening of the film 'Pandit
Bajeko Lauri'. The PIL was filed at the SC on 20
September 2018.

Success Stories
JuRI's helps single woman to transfer
citizenship
A single woman was able to transfer her
citizenship rights to her son.
JuRI's Ramechhap Coordinator noticed it
when he was there in the village of Nagdaha on
Jestha 2, 2073 to form an A2J network aimed
at increasing justice access to rural people.
During consultation district coordinator came
to know from the former Village Development
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Committee Chairman that a boy in the village
was struggling to get Citizenship Certificate
since last four years. Local authorities were
simply rejecting to issue citizenship saying
the boy needs to produce citizenship of his
father. Mr. A Kumar (Name changed) also
summoned his mother B Kumari (Name
changed) in Ramechhap for legal consultation
with the Coordinator
Ms. B Kumari, a single mother, had given birth to
a baby boy in her village some 20 years ago. But
efforts made to obtain citizenship certificate

went futile. “VDC secretary asked to come up
with citizenship certificates of parents. My boy
replied that he has no father. He was asked to
produce father’s citizenship certificate, which
was totally impossible because his father was
never recognized. Hence, he deprived of getting
citizenship,” she said.
JuRI's district coordinator returned to district
headquarters promising to do his best in
resolving her problem. As a part of helping
the single woman to provide citizenship to her
son he consulted Ramechhap Bar Association
president on how the problem could be settled.
Local authorities, including Chief District
Officer and Local Development Officer and
VDC secretary were consulted in this regard.
Going back to Ms. B Kumari, she got second
and third marriage consecutively. None of
her husbands supported to issue citizenship
certificate to her son. B Kumari's third husband
helped her to give the recognition at the
condition of not to issue citizenship to her son,
the one struggling for the national Id for long.
Immediately after the local administration
issued citizenship to Ms. B Kumari, she
approached Chief District Officer demanding
to grant citizenship certificate to her son. Then
CDO rejected to provide the citizenship arguing
that prevailing law does not allow him to provide
citizenship through the mother’s name.
After JuRI's follow up meeting with the Chief
Administrator CDO Office granted citizenship
certificate through mothers’ name. After going
through the precedents of the Supreme Court
she was able to transfer her citizenship right

to her sun. It was possible with the legal aid
support from JuRI-Nepal. Ramechhap Post, a
Ramechhap based newspaper had published
this success story on 23 October 2016.

Expanding access to justice
Kamala Karki, (name changed) a member of
Access to Justice Network in Dolkaha district,
was bearing various social responsibilities.
Him Karki (name changed), a teacher by
profession, was also working as Coordinator
for Women and Children Monitoring Group and
a social activist.
Despite having better social status than other
women, Ms. Karki was reluctant to make public
her personal suffering, which she was facing
from her relative. Her relative, Him Karki, 50,
used to scold, warn of attack and verbally abuse
her in public forums after consuming alcohol.
The dispute, according to Kamala, was
escalating after she opposed Mr. Him’s bid
to pocket all government provided relief
assistance to earthquake victims. Miffed with
the monopoly of Him, locals tried to discuss
with Him regarding his violence but he verbally
abused the locals at a time when they were
gathered to discuss over the issue. Following
his unruly behavior, Kamala consulted with
the District Coordinator of JuRI, stationed at
Dolakha to access legal assistance to file a
complaint against him at Women Service Cell
under District Police Office.
Police summoned the perpetrator to appear
before the office. Him, who was living in
Kathmandu, continued to reject summon letter.
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Instead, he spent most of his time seeking
protection from political class and threatened
the victim to withdraw case. The victim filed
yet another case against Him seeking safety.
This led the police to take action against him.
As the police expedited campaign to search,
Mr. Him appeared before the office on his own
thinking that he could face tougher action
after getting arrest. He apologized before the
public. Police released him after he committed
not to repeat his mistake.
Both of them have approached the JuRI
Nepal’s district office after case was settled.
They were advised not to engage in violence
and continue their work. Kamala is thankful
towards A2J Program.
After JuRI's legal aid support 225 survivors
have accessed direct legal aid support. Some
of the survivor's cases are as mentioned below;
(a) Ms. A Kumari (Name changed), a survivor
of domestic violence and bigamy case of
Sindhupalchowk approached to JuRI. JuRI
provided legal aid to support her. Now, District
Court has settled her case. She has got her
own property (two ropani land) from her
husband and her husband was imprisoned
for one year and faced a fine of five thousand
rupees. Now, she is living a dignified life.
(b) B Kumari (Name Changed), a survivor of
domestic violence of Sindhupalchowk
is quite happy. After her request, JuRI
had filed a FIR. Following JuRI's First
Information Report (FIR), Police arrested
her husband and subsequently send him
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to custody. Later, police brought both them
together and resolved the case through
negotiation. These days, she is living with
her husband without violence.
(c) Ms. C Kumari (Name changed) of Kapilvastu,
was tortured and misbehaved from her
family members after her husband died.
She approached JuRI. After JuRI's legal aid
support, her property right has been ensured.
JuRI created a conducive environment to
mediate this case and she has now received
her own property and living her dignified life.
(d) Ms. D Kumari (Name changed), a resident
of Kapilvastu district is one of the
survivors of domestic violence, torture and
repeatedly detached from her husband. She
had no marriage registration certificate.
She approached to JuRI, her case was filed
in the District Court. Court has mediated
this case to provide NRs. 2200000 as
partition share from her husband. As per
her demand, they got divorced.
(e) Ms. E Kumari (Name changed), a resident
of Kapilvastu district was one of survivor
of domestic violence. Her husband, a
government employee, was continuously
torturing her. He refused to provide her
share of property. She was mentally
tortured and wanted to terminate their
marital relation. After JuRI's legal aid
support, she got divorce from the court.
She also got her share of property.
(f) Ms Pangadu Tamang, a 73 years old
single woman of Ramechhap district,
approached to JuRI to get her citizenship

certificate. After JuRI's initiation, she got
Citizenship Certificate from Ramechhap
District Administration Office and now
she is regularly getting her social security
allowances.
(g) After JuRI's legal aid support, Compensation
Committee chaired by Chief District Officer
of Kathmandu District Administration Office
has ordered Kanti Children's Hospital to
provide Rs. 150000 compensation to the
victim of medical negligence. In this case,
an eight months baby of Mrs. Kalpana Baral

and Dhruba BK from Kavre approached
to JuRI for legal aid support (this case
was referred by Central Child Welfare
Board) after medical negligence (because
of high dozed irrelevant vaccine) from
Kanti Children's Hospital. Following their
request, JuRI-Nepal had provided continue
legal aid support to file and plead in the
compensation case in the Compensation
Committee of Kathmandu as provisioned
in the Consumer Protection Act, 1997. The
case is now under consideration at the
High Court.

Challenges
• Immediate after the project agreement,
Nepal entered into the new federal
structure. Due to lack of flexibility in
re-programming and budgeting it was
difficult to harmonize project activities in
the changed political context.
• At the implementation level, it was also
difficult to convince local actors to
implement project activities focusing
on women and girl's access to justice.
There was high demand from the local
government to support in hardware
development activities and demand to
support income generating activities
rather than awareness and victim support
programs.
• There were challenges to provide legal
aid support for the survivors of SGBV and
VAW, because of misunderstanding that
such cases are not the issue of outsiders.

Perpetrators have also access to the political
actors and police forces for mediation even
in serious cases. It’s difficult to mediate
politically backed cases.
• Continuation of legal aid support to
survivors was challenging with the
provision project based short-term legal
aid support. Despite our efforts, there are
still challenges in holding justice actors
accountable. Many survivors, who seek
justice, still get poor responses from
police and other officials, such as slow
responses or cases being mishandled.
• Some stakeholders are still not receptive
to the issues and difficult to convince them
about the rights of survivors. Further, women
and girls tend to have minimal influence in
policy or decision making at the community
level, which hampers their ability to create
institutions that protect their rights.
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Lessons Learnt
•

•

More effort needs to be done to
empower women and raise their
voices.

•

There was also a ‘mass indifference’
among the key stakeholders due to
confusions created by the formation
of new local structures.

•

•
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SGBV and GBV crime basically
happens because of absence of
power and privileges to women and
girls. Such type of project work is
very genuine but very difficult to
implement as it requires continues
efforts to see the results.

With the implementation of this
project it was learnt that there is a
need of package program (package
means- legal and psychosocial
counseling, legal representation,
financial support, medical and
health support and rehabilitation
and protections centers and re
integration packages like life skill
and income generation activities) to
promote accessibility to justice.
The constant and meaningful
engagement with key district
level stakeholders helped project
coordinators and A2J Volunteers in
extending their influence and good
relationship with them, which has

increased the effectiveness of their
efforts to get local cases registered.
•

A peer to peer network education plays
an important role. It was evidenced
in while girls who were trained on
self-defense skills even collected
other girls and formed groups to train
them. For us, a lesson has been that
addressing the root cause of fear and
silence would empower women to
take a leadership role.

•

Long-term taking case support issue
has been key lessons learnt that such
short term project could not address
the cases which can go beyond the
project period should be tactfully
dealt and such cases should be timely
forwarded to the formal mechanisms,
in case of short periods of intervention.

•

Consortium modality to work
together should be clear from the very
beginning and area –wise expertise
should be appropriately used to
harmonize project activities and
ensure results. Proper coordination
is highly required for sustaining
consortium modality.

•

Comprehensive,
multifaced
approach must also be integrated
and sequenced strategically in order
to optimize results.

Review & Reflection Program, Lalitpur

Judgment Watch Forum, Kathmandu

Program Sharing Workshop, Siraha
Review & Reflection Program, Lalitpur

Community Outreach Program, Ramechhap
16 Days Campaign, Sunsari

JuRI-Nepal
Justice and Rights Institute-Nepal (JuRINepal) is a non-governmental, non-profitable
and non-political organization. It aims at
developing a fair, just and democratic Nepali
society that upholds all human rights of
Nepali citizens in particular of those from
marginalized community.
Since its establishment in 2011, JuRI-Nepal
has been putting its efforts to promote
human rights, rule of law, social justice and
sustainable development. Tackling longstanding discrimination, inequality and
gender-based violation (GBV) are among the
key priority areas of JuRI-Nepal.
JuRI-Nepal is a platform of lawyers, human
rights defenders (HRDs) and professionals
engaged in the field of human rights, rule of
law and transitional justice, social justice,
federalism, gender equality and social
inclusion (GESI), good governance and
development. It has a long-term vision to
create a just, inclusive and democratic society,
which respects and upholds values of human
dignity, human rights, social justice, equality,
rule of law and good governance.
It also has clear mission to contribute in
protecting and promoting human rights,

JuRI-Nepal

including economic, social and cultural
rights, of all with emphasis on the most
vulnerable and marginalized groups. JuRI's
five-year (2016-2021) strategy has identified
four strategic pillars and Priorities to ensure
human rights and access to justice at all level.
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and
social justice: Strengthen promotion and
protection of ESCR and thereby promoting
social justice for the marginalized, most
vulnerable and disadvantaged groups.
Access to justice: Improve access to
justice for victims of sexual and genderbased violence (SGBV) and caste-based
Discrimination (CBD).
Rule of law and transitional justice: Strengthen
rule of law, including effective implementation
of constitutional guarantees, combating
impunity and strengthening accountability
and promoting transitional justice.
Federalism, human rights and inclusion:
Strengthen human rights protection system,
promoting GESI in the federal set up of Nepal
and widening democratic space for the poor,
marginalized and vulnerable groups.
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